Abstract: To provide reliable communications in wireless environments, two fundamental error control mechanisms, automatic repeat request (ARQ) and forward error correction (FEC) are proposed. However, the ARQ mechanism may suffer frequent retransmissions and the FEC mechanism incurs bandwidth overhead. To reduce the number of retransmissions and support efficient correction, previous studies have proposed numerous packet combining based error recovery schemes. This study investigates the recovery performance of three packet combining based error recovery schemes, including the extended ARQ (EARQ), the merge strategy in the simple packet combining (SPaC-M), and the destination packet (DPC) schemes through the mathematical analysis and simulations. Results present that the EARQ outperforms the SPaC-M and the DPC in recovery speed in case of a large packet length and a high bit error rate. However, the EARQ is not suggested if the space overhead is the major consideration.
Introduction
Due to the effect of multipath fading, shadowing and interference, and the time-varying characteristic of channel condition, wireless links are much more likely to be errorprone. This causes that receivers gain a low packet reception ratio and transmitters have to retransmit the packets if reliable transmission should be guaranteed. To deal with this challenge, previous studies have proposed various error recovery schemes, which are primarily based on the concept of error control. Error detection and error correction are two underlying strategies to achieve error control. The automatic repeat request (ARQ) and the forward error correction (FEC) are typical mechanisms corresponding to these two strategies.
The main concept of ARQ is that when receiving a data packet, receivers check this packet with the cyclic redundancy check (CRC) checksum and report an acknowledgement (ACK) or a negative acknowledgement (NACK) message to the transmitter according to the reception status of packets. When the transmitter receives NACK messages or fails to receive ACK messages before timeout, it retransmits a set of successive packets or a packet to accomplish reliable transmission depending on the ARQ type (Chang and Yang, 1994; Zorzi, 2001; Wu et al., 2005; Krikidis, 2007; Xiao et al., 2008; Darabkh et al., 2011; Qin and Yang, 2012) . The FEC mechanism requires transmitters to append redundant coding information to the transmitted packet, and thus receivers have a chance to correct errors without requesting retransmission of the packet (Shacham and McKenney, 1990; Ghaderi et al., 2008; Qin and Yang, 2012) . Although the ARQ mechanism can efficiently achieve a reliable data transmission, it is likely to encounter frequent retransmissions when the channel quality of networks is extremely awful, thereby degrading the system throughput. The FEC mechanism derives an outstanding performance in the applications where retransmission is costly due to finite channel bandwidth or impossible because of limited delay bound or no opportunity to retransmit packets. However, it is more likely to result in additional recovery delay and potential bandwidth overhead.
The literature has argued that even if all the received copies of packets are erroneous, it may be possible to combine these copies to recover the correct packet (Miu et al., 2005) . Recent studies enlightened by Sindhu (1977) have proposed numerous mechanisms to retrieve original packets for a variety of wireless networks (Miu et al., 2005; Bhunia, 2005; Chakraborty et al., 1998; Liang and Chakraborty, 2004; Dubois-Ferrìère et al., 2005; Zhou et al., 2011; Ur-Rehman et al., 2011; Lin et al., 2011; Bhunia, 2012) . The main idea behind these schemes is packet combining. In general, receivers perform packet combining at the mezzanine between the physical layer and the media access control sub-layer, and always try to discover the original packet. Receivers in the schemes consider all the corrupted receptions of a given packet and then conduct an exhaustive search to generate the candidate packets which may contain the original packet. Whenever obtaining all the candidate packets, receivers then check the CRC residue of each candidate packet to find the correct one. The EARQ scheme (Chakraborty et al., 1998) adopts this concept as an underlying strategy. An improved solution, a simple packet combining (SPaC) error recovery scheme, is proposed for wireless sensor networks (DuboisFerrìère et al., 2005) . Unlike the EARQ scheme, the SPaC scheme introduces a merge procedure, hereafter called SPaC-M, which only buffers the latest two corrupted packets instead of all the corrupted packets to generate the candidate packets for error recovery. A lightweight and straightforward error recovery scheme based on destination packet combining (DPC) is proposed in Zhou et al. (2011) . The DPC scheme mainly uses a majority voting strategy to derive the possible value ('0' or '1') of each data bit, and then uses the values of these data bits to recover the original packet. Instead of using an exhaustive search to generate candidate packets, this scheme significantly reduces the required buffer space and simplifies the computation overhead. Wang et al. (2011) compare the performance of many packet combining based error recovery schemes. They mainly discuss the recovery speed using a brief description instead of detailed analysis, thereby causing the incorrect result for most cases.
This paper aims to compare the recovery performance of the EARQ, SPaC-M, and DPC schemes. The study considers the bit error rate (BER) and packet length as the primary link parameters and evaluates the recovery speed and buffer space overhead of the EARQ, SPaC-M, and DPC schemes. It compares the recovery performance of the three schemes through the analysis and the simulation. The results show that the EARQ scheme has a better recovery speed than the SPaC-M scheme and the DPC scheme for a high bit error rate and a large packet length. This is because the EARQ scheme buffers all the received corrupted packets and generates all the candidates based on the buffered packets, thereby having a higher probability than the SPaC-M and DPC schemes have. However, the EARQ scheme generates a tradeoff between the recovery speed and the buffer space overhead as it needs a considerable amount of storage space to buffer all the corrupted packets and candidate packets. The results also present that the three schemes achieve an approximate recovery speed in case of a good channel quality and a small packet length. Therefore, the DPC scheme is suggested in this case because it requires the fewest amount of buffer space.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces the packet combining based error recovery schemes this paper intends to investigate in detail. Section 3 discusses the influence of hidden error on recovery performance and presents the mathematical analysis of the recovery performance. Section 4 shows the simulation results, and finally, Section 5 provides concluding remarks.
Preliminaries
This section presents the detailed concepts of the EARQ, SPaC-M, and DPC schemes to provide the necessary background for further analysis and discussion.
EARQ
To avoid frequent retransmissions, Chakraborty et al. (1998) extended the traditional ARQ mechanism and proposed a packet combining-based error recovery scheme, called the EARQ. Receivers in the EARQ scheme store all the corrupted packets and perform the XOR operation on each of any two of corrupted packets to derive multiple combination results. Then, receivers conduct an exhaustive approach to derive all the candidates of original packet according to the reception status of each bit of each XORed result. The value of '0' indicates a correct reception, whereas the value of '1' indicates an erroneous reception. If there are k error bits in an XORed result, 2 k candidates are derived. When all candidates are obtained, receivers perform the CRC technique to test each candidate to determine which one is the original packet. Algorithm 1 shows the algorithm of the EARQ scheme.
SPaC-M
In general, the receiver in the EARQ scheme considers all the corrupted packets to recover the correct packet, thereby significantly requiring a considerable amount of buffer space to store all the corrupted packets and candidate packets. This strategy is more unlikely to be considered on storage-limited devices, such as sensor nodes. Motivated by the reduction of retransmissions and buffer space, an error recovery scheme, called the SPaC, is proposed for wireless sensor networks (Dubois-Ferrìère et al., 2005) . In the SPaC scheme, the 'Merge' procedure (SPaC-M) also performs packet combining to retrieve the original packet. Receivers in the SPaC-M scheme store the latest two consecutive corrupted packets only rather than all corrupted packets. Whenever receiving the first corrupted packet (P err 1 ), the receiver stores this packet in the buffer. Once receiving another corrupted packet (P err 2 ), the receiver stores this packet also and XORs this packet and the first corrupted packet. The receiver then derives all candidate packets of the original packet according to the reception status of bits in the XORed result. These candidate packets are checked by using the CRC test to retrieve the original packet. Algorithm 2 shows the algorithm of the SPaC-M scheme. Zhou et al. (2011) proposed a DPC scheme for error recovery in underwater acoustic sensor networks. The DPC scheme is famous for its simplicity and efficiency because it leads to a low computation overhead. The main idea of the DPC scheme is that receivers store the successively corrupted packets and use a majority voting strategy on these packets to retrieve the original packet. In the majority voting strategy, the value of each bit of the candidate packet is decided according to the values of the corresponding bit in all the stored packets. For a bit, if the number of corrupted packets in which the corresponding data bits are '1' equals or exceeds half the number of corrupted packets, the receiver considers this bit of the original packet as '1'. Otherwise, the receiver presumes this bit to be '0'. Algorithm 3 shows the algorithm of the DPC scheme.
DPC
Here, we give an example to illustrate the operations of the EARQ, SPaC-M, and DPC schemes. In this example, let the original packet be '00000000', and denote the ith corrupted packet as P err i . For ease of explanation, assume that the receiver has received a corrupted packet (i.e., P err 1 = '10000110'). Because P err 1 cannot pass the CRC test, the receiver sends a request to the transmitter to retransmit the original packet. Assume that P err 2 and P err 3 are '00010100' and '00000010', respectively. As shown in Figure 1 , the receiver using the EARQ scheme fails to retrieve the original packet according to the XORed result of P err 1 and P err 2 because none of candidate packet is identical to the original packet. The receiver then buffers the two packets and waits for successive packets. When receiving P err 3 , the receiver XORs P err 1 with P err 3 . Unfortunately, the receiver cannot recover the original packet from this XORed result, and then XORs P err 2 with P err 3 . The receiver uses this XORed result to derive the candidate packets. Significantly, the original packet is included in the set of candidate packets, and therefore the receiver can retrieve the original packet when receiving P (see online version for colours)
As Figure 2 illustrates, the original packet does not appear in the set of candidate packets. Thus, the receiver using the SPaC-M scheme fails to recover the original packet when receiving P err 1
and P err 2 . In the SPaC-M scheme, the receiver buffers P err 2 only, and waits for successive packets. When the P err 3 arrives, the receiver XORs P err 2 with P err 3 , and generates all the candidate packets according to this XORed result. Obviously, the receiver can recover the original packet because the packet appears in the set of candidate packets.
As Figure 3 shows, the receiver using the DPC scheme guesses the original packet as '00000100' because the value of the third rightmost digit of P err 1 and P err 2 is '1'. Then, it buffers P err 1 and P err 2 and waits for successive packets. When receiving P err 3 , the receiver still cannot successfully recover the original packet, as shown in Figure 3 . Therefore, the receiver needs to wait for more successive packets unless the maximum retry count is reached. Figure 2 Operation of the SPaC-M scheme. Symbol '⊕' indicates the XOR operation. The gray packet is the original packet, which is retrieved whenever the receiver receives P err 3 (see online version for colours) Figure 3 Operation of the DPC scheme. When receiving P err 3 , the receiver guesses the original packet as '00000110', but this result is incorrect. Then, the receiver waits for the correct packet or additional corrupted packets to recover the original packet 3 Discussions and analysis
Discussion of hidden error on recovery performance
Existing studies have argued that the hidden error problem significantly dominates the recovery performance (Chakraborty et al., 1998; Dubois-Ferrìère et al., 2005) . The hidden error problem is that the XORed result of multiple corrupted packets cannot show the error bit if the error bit occurs in the identical position in these packets. Prior to analysis, we use Figure 4 as an example to illustrate the influence of hidden error on recovery performance of the EARQ, SPaC-M, and DPC schemes, and summarise the properties about error recovery. Suppose that the original packet is '000000', and the first corrupted packet (P err 1 ), '000110', is received and stored. When receiving the second corrupted packet (P err 2 ), '001100', the receiver cannot retrieve the original packet regardless of using the EARQ, SPaC-M, or DPC scheme, as Figure 4(a) shows. For ease of explanation, we assume that the receiver does not receive the correct packet before the arrival of the third corrupted packet (P err 3 ), '001010'. As P err 3 arrives, the receiver using the EARQ scheme derives the XORed results of P err 1 and P err 3 , and P err 2 and P err 3 , respectively. It then generates the corresponding sets of candidate packets using exhaustive search. However, the receiver is still unable to retrieve the original packet from the two sets of candidate packets, as Figure 4(b) shows. Similarly, the receiver using the SPaC-M scheme also fails to recover the original packet. Moreover, the receiver using the DPC scheme cannot recover the original packet either. 
Analysis of recovery performance
This section aims to analyse the recovery performance of the EARQ, SPaC-M, and DPC schemes. The analysis considers the following assumptions, and Table 1 lists the primary notations used in the analysis.
• all packets are fixed in length
• the numbers of error bits in corrupted packets are independent, identically distributed random variables with a binomial distribution
• packet transmission uses the stop-and-wait ARQ mechanism
• the transmission of ACK and NACK packets is always successful
• the buffer size of receivers is infinite. Because the analysis assumes that the numbers of error bits in corrupted packets are independent, the probability that a corrupted packet has k error bits can be formulated as the following probability mass function, in which the variable X follows the binomial distribution with parameters N and p.
In the analysis, we divide the processing of successively corrupted packets after the reception of the first corrupted packet into many rounds. According to equation (1), the probability of having k r error bits at the rth round can be derived as
The EARQ scheme recovers the original packet at the rth round if both of the following two conditions are satisfied:
• the receiver does not recover the original packet at the kth round, where k = 1, 2, . . . , r − 1
• the packet that the receiver receives at the rth round is either correct or corrupted while no hidden error exists.
Given L and p e , the success probability of recovery of the EARQ scheme at the rth round, denoted as p E r (s), is derived as
where α E r is the conditional probability that, provided P err r arrives, it has hidden errors with all corrupted packets.
Let p E i,j (h) be the probability that two corrupted packets, respectively having k i and k j error bits (i < j), have a hidden error in the EARQ scheme. It can be determined as
Recall that this study assumes that the occurrences of hidden errors in all corrupted packets are independent events. Therefore, α E r can be derived from
Taking α E r in equation (3), we can determine the success probability of recovery of the EARQ scheme (i.e., p E r (s)).
Let n E be the number of corrupted packets required for receivers to recover the original packet in the EARQ scheme. By equation (3), we can derive the expected value of n E of the EARQ scheme, denoted as ξ E , as
The conditions under which the receiver can successfully recover the original packet at the rth round the SPaC-M scheme are:
• the receiver cannot recover the original packet at the kth round, where k = 1, 2, . . . , r − 1
• the packet that receivers receive at the rth round is correct, or the packet is corrupt as well as no hidden error appears.
Denote the success probability of recovery of the SPaC-M scheme at the rth round as p S r (s). Thus, given L and p e , p S r (s) can be determined as
where α S r is the conditional probability that, provided P err r arrives, it has hidden errors with the (r − 1)th and the rth corrupted packets. Let p S i,j (h) be the probability that two corrupted packets, respectively having k i and k j error bits (i < j), have a hidden error in the SPaC-M scheme. This probability is identical to that in the EARQ scheme (i.e., p
Recall that the SPaC-M scheme uses the latest two corrupted packets only to perform packet combining for error recovery. That is, only the latest two corrupted packets having the hidden error will cause receivers to fail to recover the original packet. As a result, α S r can be determined by
Taking α S r in equation (7), we can obtain the success probability of recovery of the SPaC-M scheme at the rth round (i.e., p S r (s)). Let n S be the number of corrupted packets required for receivers to recover the original packet in the SPaC-M scheme. Denote the expected value of n S of the SPaC-M scheme as ξ S . Thus, according to equation (7), ξ S can be determined by
Similar to the analysis in the EARQ and SPaC-M schemes, the following conditions must be satisfied if receivers can successfully recover the original packet at the rth round:
• the packet that receivers receive at the rth round is correct or the packet is corrupt as well as no hidden error appears.
Let p D r (s) represent the success probability of recovery of the DPC scheme at the rth round. We, given L and p e , can obtain p D r (s) by equation (11).
where α D r is the conditional probability that, provided P err r arrives, it has hidden errors with at least half of all corrupted packets.
Let p D i,j (h) denote the probability that two corrupted packets, respectively having k i and k j error bits (i < j), have a hidden error in the DPC scheme. Because this probability is identical p E i,j (h), by using equation (4), we obtain
As the occurrence of hidden error among corrupted packets are assumed to be independent events, by equation (12), we can derive α
Taking α D r in equation (11), we can obtain the success probability of recovery of the DPC scheme at the rth round (i.e., p D r (s)). Let n D be the number of corrupted packets required for receivers to recover the original packet in the DPC scheme. Denote the expected value of n D of the DPC scheme as ξ D . Thus, according to equation (11), ξ D can be determined by
Simulations
This study uses C++ to perform numerous simulations under the assumptions addressed in Section 3. The channel model is the binary symmetric channel model (Hu et al., 2007) , as shown in Figure 5 . This channel model uses the BER to indicate the channel quality. A high BER implies a channel with poor quality. The packet lengths this paper considers include 8-bit, 16-bit, and 32-bit. The value of each data bit in the packet is 0 or 1, which is randomly determined with a uniform distribution. The simulation results were averaged over 50 runs. This paper considers the following metrics to evaluate the recovery performance of the EARQ, SPaC-M, and DPC schemes:
• Recovery speed indicates the total number of corrupted packets the receiver requires to retrieve the original packet.
• Buffer space overhead measures the total amount of storage space the receiver requires to retrieve the original packet.
Existing studies have shown that the packet combining based error recovery scheme outperforms non-packet combining based schemes (Chakraborty et al., 1998; Dubois-Ferrìère et al., 2005; Zhou et al., 2011) . Thus, this study only investigates the recovery performance of the EARQ, SPaC-M, and DPC schemes by comparing the proposed metrics. Figure 6 illustrates the recovery speeds of the EARQ, SPaC-M, and DPC schemes under different bit error rates for different packet lengths. In general, the error probability increases with the increase of the packet length. This implies that receivers require to receive more corrupted packets so as to successfully retrieve the original packet. In other words, the recovery speed downgrades for all three schemes, as shown in Figure 6 (a)-(c). Because a low bit error rate (i.e., good channel condition) is more likely to decrease the packet error probability, receivers can either more easily receive the correct packet or recover the original packet according to a smaller number of corrupted packets received. We argue that the packet length has a minor influence on recovery speed in the EARQ, SPaC-M, and DPC schemes when BER is low. As the bit error rate increases, the packet error probability becomes high as well. Therefore, receivers in the EARQ, SPaC-M, and DPC schemes need more information of error bits in received packets to perform packet combining, and then try to recover the original packet from the generated candidate packets. When the bit error rate increases, the receiver is likely to need to receive more retransmitted packets (i.e., correct or erroneous copies of the original packet) to recover the original packet. Under a good channel condition, the numbers of required packets for the EARQ, and SPaC-M, and DPC schemes slightly increases. This is because the transmitted packet is more likely to be correct. The schemes approach an approximate recovery speed when the bit error rate does not exceed 0.1 for L = 8, 0.08 for L = 16, and 0.08 for L = 32, as shown in Figure 6 (a)-(c), respectively. The increase of bit error rate increases the probability of occurrence of hidden error, and thus the recovery speed downgrades speedy. This is significant in the DPC scheme, because the hidden error dominates the recovery performance of the DPC scheme. Recall that the EARQ scheme possesses completed erroneous information of corrupted packets because it buffers all the corrupted copies of the original packet. In addition, the SPaC-M scheme considers the latest two corrupted packets only to recover the original packet. It generally maintains less information of error bits than the EARQ. Thus, the SPaC-M needs more corrupted packets to recover the original packet. 
Recovery speed

Buffer space overhead
The buffer space overhead is defined as the total amount of storage space for buffering the received corrupted packets, XORed results, and all candidate packets. The overhead to buffer candidate packets only appears in the EARQ and SPaC-M schemes. Because the candidate packets are derived using an exhaustive search, the space for buffering these candidate packets significantly dominates the whole buffer space. Figure 7 illustrates the buffer space overhead that the EARQ, SPaC-M, and DPC schemes require under different bit error rates for different packet lengths. In general, to recover the original packet, receivers need more corrupted packets under a bad channel condition (i.e., high bit error rate). This can be validated in Figure 7 . The results show that the DPC scheme outperforms the EARQ and SPaC-M schemes in buffer space overhead. This is because the EARQ and SPaC-M schemes have to generate numbers of candidate packets using the XOR operation on the received corrupted packets. Therefore, the two schemes render a considerable amount of space to buffer these candidate packets. However, as the DPC scheme using the majority voting strategy does not generate candidate packets, it requires less buffer space overhead, compared with the EARQ and SPaC-M schemes. In general, the total amount of storage space for buffering the received corrupted packets, XORed result, and candidate packets increases with the increase of packet length. This can be obtained in Figure 7 (a)-(c). Recall that, to derive the candidate packets, the EARQ scheme considers all the received corrupted packets while the SPaC-M scheme considers two corrupted packets only. In case of a low BER, the spaces for buffering received corrupted packets of the EARQ and SPaC-M schemes are similar. However, if the BER increases, the EARQ scheme requires more space to store corrupted packets, thereby rendering a significant amount of space overhead, compared to the SPaC-M scheme.
Summary
As buffering all the received corrupted packets, the EARQ scheme possesses more information of error bits. The receiver in the EARQ scheme has a high chance to successfully recover the original packet by using the packet combining on these information. Thus, the EARQ scheme achieves a better recovery speed in comparison with the SPaC-M and DPC schemes. However, the EARQ suffers a considerable amount of buffer space for storing all the corrupted packets and candidate packets. Like the EARQ scheme, the SPaC-M scheme takes the candidate packets into account as well. It buffers two corrupted packets only, and therefore efficiently reduces the buffer space overhead, especially for the scenario in which the channel quality is awful or the packet length is small. Because the DPC scheme does not generate candidate packets, it leads to less buffer space overhead than the EARQ and SPaC-M schemes generate. Moreover, simulation results show that the DPC scheme exists a tradeoff between recovery speed and space overhead.
Conclusions
In general, error recovery is an important issue in wireless networks as data transmission in wireless environments is prone to failure. This study has compared the performance of three representative error recovery schemes, including the EARQ, SPaC-M, and DPC schemes, via analysis and simulations. The analysis provides the expected value of round number of each error recovery scheme. Simulation results validate that both recovery speed and buffer space overhead degrade with the increase of bit error rate for three schemes. In addition, the EARQ and SPaC-M schemes have a better recovery speed than the DPC scheme. This is because the schemes consider all or part of corrupted packets to generate candidate packets, which may include the correct version of the original packet. On the other hand, the DPC scheme outperforms the EARQ and SPaC-M schemes in buffer space overhead as it uses a majority voting strategy on all corrupted packets and does not derive any candidate packet.
